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Self-assembled 2D superstructures with long range periodicity have attracted research interest due to 

their exciting physical properties in oxide based pervoskites. Bismuth transition metal oxides (BMO, M 

= Fe, Cr, Mn) gained immense importance as functional materials due to their multiferroic properties 

[1]. In Bi-Mn-O ternary phase diagram BiMnO3 phase has been reported to be a high pressure 

compound [2]. As we vary the partial pressure of oxygen, either oxygen vacant sites are created or 

annihilated in combination with the change in the oxidation state on Mn-ion in order to maintain the 

charge neutrality in the compound. That is how these materials may find application in oxygen sensing 

devices [3]. The motivation of this work is to elucidate the assembly of superstructure, its constituents 

and interface characteristics at atomic scale in BiMnO3 through transmission electron microscopy [4]. 

Synthesis of Bi-Mn-O compounds has been carried out through hydrothermal process. Equimolar 

amounts of bismuth nitrate pentahydrate [Bi(NO3)3.5H2O] and manganese acetate [Mn(CH3COO)2] 

were dissolved in nitric acid and de-ionised water to form solution. After homogenisation, ammonia 

stock solution was added drop wise under continuous stirring until the solution reaches the desired pH 

value of 11. The resultant mixture was filled into a Teflon lined chamber with 70% filling capacity and 

then was loaded into a stainless steel autoclave. It was placed inside a muffle furnace and was heated at 

180°C under autogenous pressure for 72 h. As synthesised powder was collected by centrifuge, washed 

with repeated cycles of de-ionised water and ethanol followed by vacuum filtration than drying at 50
°
C 

on a hotplate overnight. X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies on selected sample reveal signature of 

orthorhombic BiMnO3 phase with lattice parameter a = 5.391 Å, b = 7.499 Å, c = 5.365 Å as reported 

earlier by Calestani et al. in 2014. Excessive peak splitting could be observed resulting from 

polymorphic variants of orthorhombic BiMnO3 phase. Additionally, peaks corresponding to non-

stoichiometric Bi-Mn-O phase have been observed. However, unique indexing of the XRD pattern is 

difficult due to multiple phases. 

To establish better correlation with XRD data, studies through complementary statistical sampling 

approach has been carried out to have better understanding about the structure confined to nano regime 

down to atomic scale. Electron diffraction with varying probe size coupled with diffraction contrast 

imaging (DCI) on synthesised sample confirms the signature of in-plane rotated orthorhombic BiMnO3 

phase projected along [010] axis with lattice parameter in well correlation with XRD data. DCI reveal 

signature of lattice fringes corresponding to superstructure acquired at relatively lower magnification 

along [010] zone axis (ZA). High resolution phase contrast image reveals signature of three distinct 

polymorphs of BiMnO3 phase with slight deviation in lattice parameter. Assembly of 4a×4c 

superstructure is clearly observed along [010] ZA. Signature of strain field could be observed at the 

interface of consecutive superstructure along [100] and [001]. This may be due to polymorphic 

transformation at the interface supported with octahedral distortion. In depth analysis along with high 
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resolution simulation through JEMS confirms octahedral tilt ordering within the superstructure assembly 

[5]. 

 

Figure 1. (a) Illustrate high resolution phase contrast image where atomic column is resolved, revealing 

signature of superstructure assembly. (b) Illustrate fast Fourier transformed (FFT) image acquired from 

phase contrast image. Analysis of FFT (c) reveal signature of in-plane rotated orthorhombic phase along 

[010] ZA and (d) signature of two distinct polymorphs of BiMnO3. 
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